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Abstract. Software development must increasingly adapt to teams whose
members work together but are geographically separated leading to distributed
development projects. Such projects consist of teams working together, but sited
in different geographic locations. Under these conditions, Global Software
Engineering is having a profound impact on the way products are conceived,
designed, constructed and tested. One of the problems with this area is the lack of
tools which supports the distributed process. Focusing on the testing process, this
paper presents SABUMO-dTest, a framework based on Semantic technologies
that allows software organizations to represent testing processes with the final aim
of trading their services or modeling their testing needs in a social and
competitive environment. The proposed framework benefits from a set of shared
and controlled vocabularies that permit knowledge and process sharing with
potential partners, experts and testing service providers. The evaluation of the
system included two kinds of projects, the ones in which testing was not
determined by SABUMO-dTest and the ones developed under its influence.
Results show remarkable outcomes in SABUMO-dTest driven projects.
Keywords: Semantic technologies, software testing, distributed testing,
knowledge management.

1.

Introduction

Software industry and its practices have been profoundly changed due to the pressures
of globalization. As with many other current industries, software development must
increasingly adapt to teams whose members work together but are geographically
distributed [1]. Organizations dedicated to software development are more and more
confronted with a working philosophy shift towards the distribution of processes and
development teams [2]. This fact leads to distributed development projects. Such
projects consist of teams working together from different geographic locations [3].
Global Software Development (GSD) is a particular type of distributed software
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development in which teams are distributed beyond the limits of a nation [4]. The
adoption of GSD means that software engineers should collaborate over geographic,
temporal, cultural and linguistic distance; these characteristics are usually termed
“global distance” [5]. Although the growth and spread of distributed work in itself is
testament to its success, studies continue to show that distributed workers face many
critical challenges [6]. In other words, GSD teams present a number of challenges which
must be considered before using a model for the management of teams in such an
environment [7]. These challenges have been reported in the literature: communication,
coordination, and control issues (e.g. [8]), loss of efficiency (e.g. [9]), lack of team and
interpersonal trust and socio-cultural distance (e.g. [10]) citing the most relevant and
reported challenges. On the other hand, there are several benefits that the literature has
extensively reported: closer proximity to market and customer (e.g. [11]), reduced
development costs (e.g. [12]), access to large skilled labor pool (e.g. [13]) and shorter
time-to-market cycles (e.g. [11]).
According to [4], GSD is having a profound impact on the way products are
conceived, designed, constructed and tested. Focusing on this last process, this paper
presents SABUMO-dTest, a framework based on Semantic technologies that allows
software organizations to represent testing processes with the final aim of trading their
services or modeling their testing needs in a social and competitive environment. Based
on previous works [14], SABUMO-dTest, benefits from a set of shared and controlled
vocabularies that permit knowledge and process sharing across with potential partners,
experts and testing service providers.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the state of the
art related to semantic technologies along with main insights of testing in distributed
environments. Section 3 describes research scenario and Section 4 defines the
knowledge representation and the semantic technologies used. Section 5 describes the
architecture of SABUMO-dTest. Section 6 depicts the validation of the framework.
Section 7 includes the results and the discussion of the evaluation performed. Finally,
section 8 presents the conclusions and the future research.

2.

Related Work

Software testing consists of the dynamic verification of the program behavior on a finite
set of test cases, suitably selected from the usually infinite executions domain, against
the expected behavior. Inadequate and ineffective testing is responsible for many
problems regarding software reliability faced by computer users [15]. Software testing is
a complicated process and the primary source of intricacy on testing of software systems
is the intrinsic complexity of the software being tested [16]. As a result of this intrinsic
complexity, software companies face serious challenges in testing their products, and
these challenges are increasing as software grows more complex [17]. Distributed
Software Test teams are a recent trend that has emerged due to quality and ease of
communication across vast physical locations and the boundless efforts of all
corporations to reduce costs associated with software development [18]. Although this is
an established practice, there is a need to investigate tests in the context of distributed
and global software engineering challenges [19].
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However, the literature has produced a set of recent and relevant studies on the topic.
Thus, [20] recommend a series of testing team configuration for a set of development
and requirement scenarios. [21] describes four case studies in which one of them is
offshore software testing; this author investigates the implications of these case studies
for trust development in GSD teams. Casey (2003) also identified from a theoretical
point of view the essential information and infrastructure required to support effective
testing in GSD. On the other hand, there are relevant and recent efforts to integrate
expert systems into software testing processes (e.g. [22], [23]).
In spite of the relevance of these studies, this paper focuses on remote testing i.e.
testing of software remotely. Specifically, this study aims to assist the Partner-Supplier
election for software testing, one of the hard decisions that software project managers
must make [24].

3.

Remote Testing Outsourcing: Scenario and Needs

There are different tools designed to help GSD embracers in their tasks. However, these
tools are devoted to support software testing processes more than to provide a way to
connect service providers with potential customers. Taking this into account,
SABUMO-dTest bridges the gap to this problem by offering the way to bring testers and
contractors into contact and support their collaboration.
The problem of distributed testing involves several practical problems to be solved.
There are a number of people involved in the testing process. Simplifying the roles
identified in [25], the distributed testing process involves testers and contractors. Testers
have different profiles according their background and role in the project. They are also
located in different places. There are a number of tests to be carried out by testers. These
tests must be classified into several types and have to be carried out by different testers
according to their competence, cost and availability.
All testers must have access to the pertinent software artifacts in order to perform the
tests. They must also collaborate with the other members of the project along with the
project manager. Secondly, testers need a way to interchange information as well as
results of the tests. Finally, there is a need for counting on with an environment to
represent the tests and their results as well as the organization of the testing process.
The inclusion of outsourcing remote testing partners in the problem implies the need
to locate the most adequate testers for a given software component or project. Thus, the
proposed framework must allow the intelligent allocation of resources based on the
representation of testing processes and testers. Collaborative work problems should be
solved by means of well-known state of the art tools, but the possibility of finding the
most accurate testing partner has not been covered in the literature. A common platform
that combines the possibility of contact with the most adequate testing providers as well
as the tools to orchestrate the collaboration among testing stakeholders can ease the
remote testing process as a whole.
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4.

Remote Testing Outsourcing: Knowledge Representation

As a basis for a knowledge-based system, defining a model which supports the
representation of the knowledge relative to the domain is necessary. In the case of
distributed testing, we have selected semantic technologies. Semantic technologies
present a solution to knowledge codification, and they have impacted on knowledge
representation and knowledge management during the last few years [14]. Semantic
technologies are based on the use of ontologies. Ontologies are aimed to establish
ontological agreements, which serve as the basis for communication between either
human or software agents, hence, reducing language ambiguity and knowledge
differences between agents, which may lead to errors, misunderstandings and
inefficiencies [26]. Given that, ontology creation and management related processes are
required for defining and developing semantic services [27].
Based on the premises of authors' previous research, the knowledge will be
represented by means of the SABUMO ontology, concretely the concept of Process and
its related concepts [14] adapted with the concepts relative to the testing domain
ontologies, in order to adapt the previous framework and permit information sharing and
rule-based reasoning. The main contribution of is the adaptation of the concepts of the
previous framework to the new domain and the inclusion of the test concepts of the
ontology.
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Fig. 1. . SABUMO-dTest ontology (partial view)

Figure 1 depicts the main elements of the SABUMO-dTest ontology. Two main
groups of concepts must be represented: on the one hand the elements to be tested with
their corresponding test processes and, on the other hand, the testers who can test such
elements with their competences. Testers are characterized by a number of competences
that present competence levels. These competences determine the capacity of the tester
in order to select the most adequate tester for a given project. The concrete concepts
defined in the ontology are:
•
Tester: represents testers who can participate in a testing. Contact information
and location are two of their main attributes.

Individual: represents a person who participates in the project as an
individual, with or without an entailment with an organization.

Company: represents a company as a generic tester that provides
testing services for software projects.
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•

Competence: represents the competences that characterize testers. Competences
are the skills, attitudes and knowledge that a tester presents at a given level. In
the case of companies, this concept is referred to those that the company can
provide through their personnel.
•
Competence level: represents different levels for each competence.
Each tester is able to perform different types of tests. Both tests and testers are related
to their corresponding domain ontologies. In this way, all projects, contractors and
service providers are characterized by means of common terms of the ontology. It will
allow the selection of the best candidates for a given element to be assessed.
The entity Test represents the tests to be carried out with one or more test elements.
According to the software engineering literature, the tests can be classified as Unit tests,
Integration tests, System Integration tests, System tests and Deployment tests. The
elements to be tested have been subdivided into four categories: whole projects,
subprojects, modules and components. Components can be source code or executable
code. In what follows, the main concepts are defined:
•
Test: represents the tests to be carried out in a given software project.

Unit tests: this kind of test covers single software components. These
components can be source code or executable code.

Integration test: it tests two or more components working together.

System Integration test: it tests the integration of the whole software
modules of the project working together as a system.

System test: tests the functionality of the system as a whole, taking the
user requirements as guidelines.

Deployment test: it tests the correct deployment of the software system
in the execution environment.
•
Test Element: represents the main products obtained in the software project that
should be tested.

Component: is the minimum functional entity of the software. Usually
it is related to single functions or class methods.

Module: represents a set of components with related functionality.

Project: represents the complete software project.

Subproject: represents a part of the project that can be considered
separately with respect to the whole functionality.
Each test has related one or more test processes which guides the tester during the test
phase. Of course, testers should have sufficient capacity for dealing with the testing
phase. However, the definition of the testing processes will allow contractor to guide the
activity of their service providers. Thus, the remainder of the elements of the ontology
are based on the definition of test processes. The knowledge elements have been adapted
from the previous works of the authors and summarized as follows:
•
Process. This concept represents the test process as a whole. A test process is
composed by a number of test cases (contexts, situations and actions) that
includes information about the test to do and the results obtained. Each
individual in this concept is directly related to one developer. Thus, the same
process could be used for testing several elements from the same organization.
Each process has a set of requirements and can be focused to specific test
elements. Thus a Usability Test would be represented by a process related to
one developer and an element to be tested (for example a module for managing
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an user profile in a web). The concept of process can be more specific, defining
processes for concrete aspects of small components (e.g. testing the
communications of a component), or more general as shown in the usability test
example.
•
Context. This represents the set of conditions which determines the testing
process. This context is determined by the general characteristics related to the
project as well as the specific characteristics arising during the previous steps
of the testing process. Let’s suppose a process for testing a module. The
module can be subdivided by several sub-modules according its functionality.
The specific conditions that involve the testing process of each sub-module
would be represented by means of Contexts. Each context contains the specific
test cases to be executed, and they will be represented by means of situations.
•
Situation. This represents each step to be taken in the testing process. It is
linked to an action to execute during the test process. For example, let’s
suppose the testing process of the module of user profile management. Testing
this module would involve a number of functionalities characterized by one or
more test cases, with related-information and actions to do. Each of these
functionalities would be represented by situations. Each situation have an
action related, as described next.
•
Action. This represents an action to be executed in the testing process. . It
allows the execution of the action by a tester or by the system itself. The result
of this execution generates information to be processed. For example, in the
context of testing the communications of the user profile module, one situation
could represent the testing of receive information from an external social
network. This situation determines the preconditions and the characteristics of
the process that the tester should execute. The action is executed by the tester
and the information generated could be, for example, the result of the test
(success or fail), the time required for the operation.
•
Decision. This represents the rules related to a given situation. The decision
defines the next situation in the test process. Decisions allow evaluation of the
state of the test process in order to decide the next step. For example, the test
described in the previous concept generates two pieces of data: the result of the
test and the time required. For example, if the test successes (the information of
the social network is retrieved) but the response time is greater than 2 seconds,
then the process change to a new situation in which the developer should
review the component and the tester should test again the component.
It is remarkable the flexibility of the representation model, allowing from high level
definition of testing processes to low-detail tests in which each situation is a specific test
case for a function.

5.

SABUMO-dTest: Architecture and Implementation

The architecture of SABUMO-dTest (see Figure 2) is based on a well-established
framework which allows the semantic definition of business processes [14]. The
knowledge representation has been adapted to the distributed testing domain, taking into
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consideration the representation of the test elements as well as the different actors that
participate in the testing process. The selection of the most adequate testers is driven by
the competences defined for the processes. Collaboration between the actors in the
recommendations and the definition of the test processes are worth highlighting. The
main elements that are rooted in successful applications of this architectural approach
(e.g. [28]; [29]; [30]; [31]; [32]; [33]) are described in what follows.

Fig. 2. . SABUMO-dTest architecture

5.1.

Collaboration Layer

The collaboration layer is one of the main points for the SABUMO-dTest
implementation. The new approach introduces more aspects in the collaboration
between users. In fact, the interaction between users is twofold: on the one hand,
companies and service providers must establish collaboration relationships; on the other
hand, contractors and testing service providers collaborate on the definition and
execution of testing processes. For this reason, the collaboration layer provides, firstly,
the way to characterize the different users who participate and, secondly, the tools for
representing and executing the testing processes.
Finding the appropriate tester or set of testers for a given test element and test process
is, in fact, the main problem to be solved. The collaboration layer permits
characterization of each player in the process as well as the tests to be defined. The
characterization of actors and test elements are based on the competences defined in
[25]. Thus, each tester defines within their own profile the competences with their
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corresponding level. Contractors must also define the competences and competencelevels required for the tests they need. In this way, it is possible to find the best
candidates for a given test, according to the requirements of the process.
The testing processes are based on the actions to be executed by means of web
interactions and characterized by the competences required. Thus, when a process is
defined it can be published in the tool. Moreover, the web environment is accessible for
all users. Each of them can execute processes and rate them. In this way, contractors
define testing processes and label these processes with required competences, and testers
execute the testing process, providing a rating for both process and actions. This
mechanism provides necessary feedback for the improvement of the processes.
So far two different user profiles have been mentioned: testers and contractors. Each
of them has different roles in the process, but they have in common the testing process
itself.
Given this setup, the collaboration layer is formed by:
•
Competences GUI. This element permits interaction between contractors and
testers, in order to find testers who test a piece of software according to a
number of competences and competence levels required. This component
allows communication between users as well as establishing relationships
between them according their competences. Each tester and contractor has a
profile characterized according to competences and competence levels. In this
way, each tester is related to a number of concepts according to their expertise
and interests that help find the best processes and testers. Competence GUI also
allows contractors to contact the testers related to the topics of a given project
in order to carry out a testing process. Once an agreement between testers and
contractors has been reached, the test process is assigned to the tester. Finally,
this GUI includes a module relative to the assessment of testing processes,
contractors and testers, allowing for the sharing of opinions and valuations in
order to ease the search for the most adequate testing partner.
•
Process Definition GUI. This element allows the definition of the workflow of
the testing processes based on the ontology described earlier. Contractors
define the testing processes according to software requirements and the
competences and competence levels required for execution. Each testing
process is characterized according to such competences in order to ease their
location and the assignment of testers.
•
Testing GUI. This element allows testers to follow the workflow of the testing
processes defined by the developer. Testers connect to the system and execute
the testing processes assigned to them by contractors.
The annotation is based on OWL ontologies and the process of annotation is
embedded in the interface because it is present in Competences GUI (characterization of
testers and contractors) and Process and Testing GUI (characterization of processes).
Once the testing processes have been defined and labeled, they are published and
assigned to one or several testers. The testing environment is based on [14]. After the
execution of the testing processes, the tester rates the processes and the contractor in
order to establish a public valuation of each. Moreover, after the execution of the testing
process, contractors rate testers in order to establish a public valuation of this
stakeholder. The rating system will help users to find the best candidates for a given task
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as well as to improve the testing processes based on the feedback of the users involved
in the project.

5.2.

Logic Layer

As mentioned before, the annotation is based on domain ontologies. Thanks to the
interaction of these ontologies and the competences defined, all elements are interrelated and it allows intelligent searching.
The logic layer contains the engines that ensure the operation of the system. First of
all this layer is in charge of performing the intelligent searching of the best testers for
each test process. Secondly, this layer allows the execution of the processes defined by
the contractors, tracing and storing the results. Finally, based on the evaluation of testers
and contractors, this layer allows the calculation of the valuation of each tester and
process in order to improve the quality of the recommendations.
This layer consists of three components detailed below:
•
Process Engine. The process engine is in charge of the execution of the
workflow of the testing processes defined by the developers. The process is
defined in order to guide the tester in the testing process. Then, the testing
process shows the steps to be taken by testers and will register the evolution of
its execution with the feedback provided by testers. Despite the fact that some
testing tasks can be automatized, according to the characteristics of the
ontology [14], full automation will be addressed in a future study. Thus, testers
should execute assigned tasks and provide feedback on the results.
•
Search Engine. The search engine allows searching users and processes based
on the competences and competence-levels required as well as the functional
environment related to the domain ontologies. Thus, the search process is based
on competences, annotations and ratings. The framework includes the option of
establishing a threshold in the rating in order to provide more accurate results.
For instance, contractors can search for testers rated with more than 5 points.
Thanks to this, contractors can identify the most competent and best rated
testers in their areas of interest according to the requirements of the process.
Likewise, the best testing processes can be identified by means of the ratings
obtained in order to improve the results of future projects.
•
Rating Engine. The rating engine allows the rating of testers, contractors and
testing processes. This engine automatically updates the rating of each element
according the valuation of the users involved.

5.3.

Persistence Layer

Finally the persistence layer provides the logic layer with permanent storage of data for
the process definition, annotations, ratings and the execution of the testing processes.
Processes and domain ontologies are represented and stored in OWL format, while
annotations and ratings mix the OWL storage and a conventional database system in
order to improve the system performance. This hybrid approach is based on the fact that
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the results of the process execution are stored in a database system. Hence, the database
of annotations and ratings links the OWL storage with the database system.

6.

6.1.

Evaluation

Design

Given that SABUMO-dTest is aimed to be tested in a distributed environment, the
evaluation proposed has been carried out by comparing a set of similar projects in which
testing was performed outsourced. In order to do so, a collection of direct measures was
taken from the set of projects described in the Sample section. These direct measures
included conventional productivity metrics for software projects, specifically, Function
points; number of defects discovered before, during and after testing process; defect
detection efficiency (number of defects detected / total number of defects). Later, two
combined metrics were calculated: defects per function point and defects detected in
testing per function point. This latter will shed some light about the efficiency of the
approach presented in the paper. Finally, a set of data was harvested regarding
collaboration history between contractor and supplier, namely, number of projects
working together and satisfaction (before the current project).
Given that a set of comparable projects were considered (some of them using
SABUMO-dTest pilot and others not), this setup permits comparison between the two
scenarios. Table 1 shows the detailed information relative to the set of projects.

Table 1. Results of the application of SABUMO-dTest
Without framework

Function points
Defects discovered before
testing
Defects discovered during
testing
Defects discovered after
testing
Total defects discovered
Defect
detection
efficiency
Defects per function
point
Defects detected in testing
per function point
Collaboration: number of
projects
Collaboration:
satisfaction

SABUMO-dTest

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

512
701

643
892

361
543

445
523

498
725

598
798

365
539

438
592

1065

1115

654

891

922

1187

721

921

72

105

94

73

19

47

65

47

1838
96.08%

2112
95.03%

1291
92.72%

1487
95.09%

1666
98.86%

2032
97.69%

1325
95.09%

1560
96.99%

3.59

3.28

3.58

3.34

3.35

3.40

3.63

3.56

2.08

1.73

1.81

2.00

1.85

1.98

1.98

2.10

3

1

2

3

4

5

1

0

5

4

3

4

5

5

5
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6.2.

Sample Description

The sample was composed of a set of eight different projects developed by two different
companies based in Spain. This set of projects was taken from a collection of potential
participants who responded positively to a personal invitation sent by the authors to
professional contacts. Projects were analyzed to form a coherent sample in terms of
project size, type and complexity. Regarding testing partners, the sample included four
different testing partners. In order to isolate the three distances (temporal, cultural and
geographical), all testing partners were Spaniards. Every partner participated in two
different projects, in one the partner was assigned by means of SABUMO-dTest and in
the other not.

6.3.

Data Collection

Data collection was conducted through a questionnaire. Most of the data to be coded
was available in post-mortem documents related to the projects. As stated before, data
included adjusted function points (using IFPUG Value Adjustment Equation), number of
defects discovered before, during and after the testing process and finally, defect
detection efficiency. Two measures were also calculated from this data: Defects per
function point and Defects detected in testing per function point. Regarding
collaboration history, number of projects in the collaboration track and overall
satisfaction of previous projects were coded. Regarding the latter, responses were coded
using a 1-6 Likert-type scale (1= Extremely dissatisfied; 2= Very dissatisfied; 3=
Somewhat dissatisfied; 4= Somewhat satisfied; 5= Very satisfied; 6= Extremely
satisfied).
Printed questionnaires were designed to be completed by software project managers,
assisted on site by a researcher who gave the respondents all the instructions they need
to fill out the questionnaire. Subsequently, responses were codified using a statistical
analysis software tool.

6.4.

Threats to Validity

Regarding internal validity, it is concerned with correctly concluding that an
independent variable is, in fact, responsible for variation in the dependent variable, in
this case, defect detection efficiency. In this particular case, results provide an
acceptable level of internal validity as the independent variables included in the
questionnaire are based on a literature review on the topic along with authors’ previous
studies on software productivity and estimation (e.g. [34], [35]).
External validity is concerned with the generalizability of research ﬁndings to and
across populations of participants and settings. The authors face two possible threats.
The first is the limited number of projects analyzed, which complicates generalization of
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the results. The second is subject representativeness. Although both threats are notable,
due to the nature of the study, the authors consider the design of the study acceptable.

7.

Results and Discussion

Table 1 shows results from evaluation. Projects are divided into two groups: the ones in
which testing was not determined by SABUMO-dTest and the ones developed under its
influence. Regarding the size of the projects, the mean is 482 function points with a
standard deviation of 101. However, if standard deviation is calculated only taking into
account projects developed in the same company (P1, P2, P5 & P6 on the one hand and
P3, P4, P7 & P8 on the other hand) this is 69.40 and 45.44 points respectively. Defect
detection efficiency ranges from 92.72% (P3) to 98.86% (P5). In general all figures
related to defect detection efficiency are higher for SABUMO-dTest environments.
Regarding collaboration history, the number of projects range from zero in the case of
P8 to 5 (P6). It is important to note that SABUMO-dTest suggested a partner with no
collaboration history with the contractor. This means that, in spite of not having a
common background, the system suggested a partner with a competent profile in the
testing needed for P8; defect testing efficiency reaches the third best score with a
remarkable 96.99% of defects found.
Although the sample is quite small, some interesting conclusions can be drawn from
data available. The first conclusion is that defect detection efficiency is better in
SABUMO-dTest than in the absence of it, the average being 97.16% over 95.20%. With
the aim of verifying whether SABUMO-dTest users obtained results significantly better
than non-users, the statistical method Student's t-test (comparison of two means) was
used to carry out one-way between-groups analysis of variance. The level of statistical
significance was set at 0.05. The results indicate that SABUMO-dTest users do not
present statistically significant differences with non-users (t(6)=-2.283, p>.05). In any
case, the average of defect detection efficiency metric is higher in SABUMO-dTest
projects.
The second finding is the irregular distribution of the calculated metrics “Defects per
function point” and “Defects detected in testing per function point”. For the first metric,
figures range from 3.28 to 3.63. In this case, defects introduced appear randomly in
projects no matter if they are using the tool or not. Given that SABUMO-dTest is
focused on the testing stage, it does not affect the introduction of defects. Therefore, for
“Defects detected in testing per function point”, the conclusion is the same, given that
this metric depends on the number of defects introduced. However, a new metric can be
calculated counting “Defects discovered after testing” and Function points. Thus, these
measures are P1:0.080; P2:0.163; P3:0.260; P4:0.157; P5:0.038; P6:0.079; P7:0.178;
P8:0.107. A quick look at results suggests that measures are again comparable, but
slightly better in the case of SABUMO-dTest users, with P5 showing the minimum
figure with 0.038 defects not detected in testing per function point. However, this
difference cannot be considered statistically significant given Student's t-test results
(t(6)=-1.367, p>.05).
Finally, it is important to note that SABUMO-dTest provides recommendations for
testing partners that are normally highly ranked in satisfaction (P5=5, P6=5, P7=5), but
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also takes into account that high competence with no previous interaction could be
attractive for testing contractors.

8.

Conclusions and Future work

This research is focused on remote testing, which is related to testing of software
remotely. More precisely, this study aims to assist the Partner-Supplier election for
software testing, one of the hard decisions that software project managers must make. In
this sense, the authors present SABUMO-dTest, a framework based on Semantic
technologies that allows software organizations to represent testing processes with the
final aim of trading their services or modeling their testing needs in a social and
competitive environment. SABUMO-dTest, benefits from a set of shared and controlled
vocabularies that permit knowledge and processes sharing between potential partners,
experts and testing service providers.
As has been explained, the architecture of SABUMO-dTest is based on a wellestablished framework which allows the semantic definition of business processes [14].
The knowledge representation has been adapted to the distributed testing domain, taking
into consideration the representation of the test elements as well as the different actors
who participate in the testing process. The selection of the most adequate testers is
driven by the competences defined for the processes. Collaboration between the actors
in the recommendations and the definition of the test processes is worth mentioning. .
Finally, the evaluation proposed has been carried out by comparing a set of similar
projects in which testing was performed outsourced, i.e. in a distributed environment.
Projects were divided into two groups: the ones in which testing were not determined by
SABUMO-dTest and the ones developed under its influence. The main conclusion
obtained is that defect detection efficiency is slightly better in SABUMO-dTest than in
its absence, the average being 97.16% over 95.20%. This small improvement can be
improved in less mature environments in terms of defect introduction. Furthermore, the
results suggest that the others measures included in the evaluation are comparable, but
slightly better in the case of SABUMO-dTest users.
In future research, the inclusion of the remaining phases of GSD in the SABUMO
architecture could improve the overall process, allowing identification of the best
partners and the communication between the distributed members of the project, as well
as the control by defining the workflow of each project phase using adaptations of the
proposed ontology. It is also intended to calculate correlations among several factors of
the model (e.g. defect detection efficiency and collaboration satisfaction before and after
SABUMO-dTest project). Finally, the inclusion of the Linked Data paradigm in
SABUMO-dTest would open up the possibilities of finding possible testers and topics
related to new projects in larger datasets.
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